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Issue no. 1985, Sept 19, 2021 Deadline e-mail next issue:  0800 UTC, Oct 3, 2021

SWB-info
SWB on HCDX: http://www.hard-core-dx.com/swb
Dateline Bogotá 1993-1998: http://www.hard-core-dx.com/swb/Dateline.htm
SWB latest issue/archive: http://www.hard-core-dx.com/swb/archive.htm

QSL, comments, etc.

GLENN HAUSER LOG ROUNDUPS
Please note and spread the word - for those not on a list where my almost-daily all-band
but mainly SW log reports appear -- or for those who are but find this a more convenient
archive, weekly merged roundups of all these reports in their original form are posted
early every UT Thursday via: http://www.worldofradio.com/Hauserlogs.html
The latest ones direct: https://www.w4uvh.net/ghlogs_2021_0909_0915.txt
(73, Glenn Hauser)

Ullmar Qvick: Läget är inte särskilt upphetsande beträffande radio. Jag har skrivit
en artikel om mitt långa liv (75+ år) med radion för WRTH och till utgivarens belå-
tenhet.
Listening almost daily, but the interesting stations are few and far between. Also my
local electric noise is embarrasing, but I try to listen directly whever possible, no re-
mote rx and no SDR. At 87 I suppose I am the oldest active DXer in Sweden. Jan-
Erik Rääf (soon 93) unfortunately cannot listen any more due to the local noise situ-
ation.
QSLs during the past four weeks:
CNR17 Lingshi via CRI 13700 kHz after 18 hrs, e-card and e-letter; R. Akhbar
Mufriha via Woofferton 7300 kHz e-card and letter after 12 days; Offshore His-
tory Radio via Channel 292 6070 kHz with e.card and letter, 12 days; CRI Kashi-
Saibagh 13670 kHz with new e-card and letter, 1 day; Sri Lanka Bc Trincomalee
11750 kHz after 2½hrs from victorg.broadcaster@gmail.com with e-card, letter and
phtos of Victor's hamradio antenna and shack; RRI Galbeni 15320 kHz card direct
after 4 months; TRT Ermirler 9840 kHz with card showing Alanya harbour and se-
aside resort after 3 weeks. NHK via Issoudun 15290 kHz card after 2 months, also
Yamata 6120 kHz same time, Pop Shop Radio via Channel 292 6070 kHz very
nice e-letter and then by post card and material from Canada; GB Radio UK via
Channel 292  6070 kHz e-card, SM Radio Dessau via Channel 292 6070 kHz,
nice e-letter in Geman and e-card, CNR2 Xianyang 9820 kHz via CRI e-card and e-
letter, Voice of Greece Vathy 9420 kHz e-card after 22 hrs , Radio Sylvia Ham-
burg via Channel 292 e-card and e-letter in German: Tumbril-Encore via Chan-
nel 292 6070 kHz and WRMI 15770 kHz e-cards and letter; AWR via Tashkent
15670 kHz e-card after 3 weeks.

What can be heard in English on SW here in my humble DX abode in the morning?
A check today revealed the following (listed in time order):
15490 kHz 0615 BBC WS via Vatican R very strong
17540 kHz 0625 CRI Kashi-Saibagh 173 deg weak
17510 kHz 0630 Ibidem 269 deg good
15580 KHz 0631 VOA via Botswana 358 deg good
15350 kHz 0634 CRI Kashi-Saibagh 174 deg fair
15145 kHz 0636 ibidem 239 deg fair
11870 kHz 0642 ibiden 239 deg weak
9870 kHz 0644 Channel 292 ND fair
7245 kHz 0648 RNZI 325 deg weak
6070 kHz 0650 Channel 292 ND fair

Here in northern Eu-
rope the summer is al-
most over. Today cold
northern winds and
only 12-13C.
Yesterday I helped my
brother-in-law to take
up his boat for winter
storage. A lot of work
involved to wash the
boat outside from algae
and dirt. But still a lot
of boats in the harbour.

A huge log but no sur-
prises. Ullmar Qvick
has the exact words for
the present situation on
shortwave: interesting
stations are few and far
between.

It is also very quiet on the
SDR front.
I noticed the release of an
update for SDRuno,
V1.41. It includes the
much requested full sche-
duler facility which al-
lows you to set up nume-
rous recording events for
your RSP.
More information here:
https://www.sdrplay.com/
try-out-the-new-features-
in-sdruno-v1-41-released-
today/

Thanks to all for inter-
esting contributions.

Keep on ….
=============

R e d a k t i o n:

Thomas Nilsson

E-mail:
thomas.nils-
son@ektv.nu
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Christer Brunström: Voice of Turkey 13760 nice card featuring a view Alanya, Radio Romania International
13750 six different QSL-cards featuring views of buildings in Oradea.

Anker Petersen: After 40 days, when my internet connection was cut by local road work, it is now repaired, and I am
back with you.

3310 Sep16 0120 Radio Mosoj Chaski, Cotapachi, Quechua, comments, Bolivian songs. (Méndez)
3320 Sep4 2116 Pyongyang BC Stn, Pyongyang area. Tks. Occ. uty. QRM. 15241 (CGS)
3480 Sep6 1015 Voice of the People: 3480 // 3910 // 3930 // 4450 // 6520 // 6600, Sep6 at 1015; another

week with no change of frequencies. (Ron Howard, Asilomar State Beach, Calif.)
3910 Sep4 2114 Voice Of The People (cland.), Goyang. Kor to KRE, tks. Jammed.  // 3930, 4450. (CGS)
3915 Sep8 2238 BBC, Kranji relay. WS in E to SEAs, rpt. from Kenya. 35332 (CGS)
3930 Sep5 2102 Voice Of The People (cland.), Goyang. Kor to KRE, tks. Jammed. 24341 (CGS)
3955 Sep18 1940    R England, via Channel 292, Rohrbach  English ID: "Radio England, 1966", old English

pop songs. (AP-DNK)
3975 Sep18 1945 Shortwaveradio, Winsen English Amateur Radio Newsline (AP-DNK)
3975 Sep9 2104 Shortwave Gold, Winsen. E, tks, pops.  35332 (CGS)
3980 Sep6 1012 Echo of Hope - VOH: anomaly today Sep6; for a long time had been changing frequencies

every Monday, but no change today from last week; 3980 // 4885 // 5990 // 6250 // 6348 //
9100, at 1012. On Sept 5 (Sunday) on 9100, at 0732, with the English language lesson of
the weekend only reading of "Harry Potter and the Magician's Stone," with wordy expla-
nation in Korean; good reception even this early. (Ron Howard, Asilomar State Beach,
Calif.)

3980 Sep12 1820 R.Echo of Hope (cland.), Gyengi-do. Kor to KRE, tks, mx. 35332 (CGS)
3985 Sep18  1950   R Belarus, via Shortwave Service, Kall-Krekel  English talk about a western city in Belarus,

classical music (AP-DNK)
3985 Sep5 2114 R.Bielorussia via Shortwave Sce., Kall-Krekell. G, nx. 35342 (CGS)
3995 Sep18  1955   HCJB, Weenermoor  Low German religious ann, music, 2000 German "Abend Journal"

news and talk (AP-DNK)
4010.2 Sep13 -1800* Kyrgyz Radio, Bishkek, 1748-1800*, Sep13, comments, songs. Extremely weak. (Méndez)
4450 Sep4 2118 Voice Of The People (cland.), Goyang. Kor to KRE, tks. QRM de CODAR + jammer.

23341 (CGS)
4750 Sep12 1822 Bangladesh Betar, Shavar. E, nx, interview. 45343 (CGS)
4765 Sep10 1825 Tajik Radio, Dushanbe, Tajik songs and comments. (Méndez)
4765 Sep23 -0400* Radio Progreso, Bejecual, tent mx, tk, TX off 0400, 25222 (TB)
4775 Sep12 0124 Radio Tarma, Tarma, Peruvian songs. 25322.
4790 Sep16 2046 WBCQ, Monticello ME. Rlgs. propag. Occ. uty. QRM. Better on 17/9, 2145, rtd. 35332.

25341 (CG)
4820 Sep18  2010   Xizang PBS, Baiding, Tibet  Chinese ann, orchestra music // 5935, 6050 and 7240 (QRM

7245 Russian) (AP-DNK)
4885 Sep13 0557 Radio Clube do Pará, Belém, relaying Radio Bandeirantes: “Jornal a Primeira Hora, 58 ho-

ras no ar” “Radio Bandeirantes”, “3 horas e 1 minutos aqui na Radio Bandeirantes”.
(Méndez)

4885 Sep17 2142 R.Club do Pará, Belém PA. F/ball px. 45433 (CG)
4890 Sep18 2015 Echo of Hope, via Taereung, South Korea. Korean, songs // 6350 (jammed) (AP-DNK)
4890 Sep15 2131 R.Echo of Hope (cland.), Nowong-gu. Kor to KRE, tks, nx in E at 2140. 35343 (CG)
4940 Sep16 0650 religious station Fueza de Paz, religious comments, id.  “Fuerza de Paz, escríbanos a ...@fu-

erzadepaz.com”. (Méndez)
4949.8 Sep12 1825 RNA-Canal "A", Mulenvos. Tks. 35332 (CGS)
4960 Sep18  *2028- VOA, via Pinheira  Two English ID's: "This is the Voice of America, Washington DC sig-

ning on", "Yankee Doodle", 2030 Hausa talk (AP-DNK)
5020 Sep15 0408 SIBC continuing with an erratic/unknown schedule. 9545 - Checking from 0408+UT; not

heard at all. Is this frequency currently active?  5020 - Checking randomly 1205 to past
1415 UT; no ID, but format consistent to be a Wantok FM relay; 99% non-stop pop songs
(LuLu - "To Sir, with Love," etc.) and only a few brief spots with announcers; well past
their usual closing time of about 1200. My local sunrise was at 1350 UT. (Ron Howard, Ca-
lifornia)

5020 Sep17 1204 SIBC (5020) again didn't turn off the xmtr; 1159-1204 UT, Evening Devotional, ID and
NA; 1204 till past 1415+, non-stop island songs; today clearly not a Wantok FM relay,

Log (UTC)
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but instead heard with no announcers at all and the songs were not the usual ones in English
that Wantok plays. My local sunrise was at 1352 UT. Brief audio attached, from 1358 UT.
Thanks very for the interesting comment from Bryan Clark, regarding both SIBC (5020)
and Radio Vanuatu (5040 - open carrier/dead air long after 1102+) currently not turning off
their xmtrs - "Maybe SIBC and VTBC (5040) are both deliberately leaving their shortwave
transmitters on all night at present to maintain reliability? Despite the electricity cost, maybe
a tactic to ensure daily transmission continues as would imagine 'powering up' a transmitter
in their tropical environments is the riskiest part of the operation. Just my thoughts." Which
would seem to make sense. (Ron Howard, California)

5025 Sep13 0850 R.Rebelde, Bauta. Songs, tks.  F/out.  0930 25331 (CGS)
5040 Sep16 -1741* AIR, Jeypore, comments. Very weak. (Méndez)
5055 Sep6 -1002* Radio 4KZ, with xmtr off at 1001:45* UT, via a timer (Sept 3, with xmtr off at 1002:00*).

(Ron Howard, Asilomar State Beach, Calif.)
5055 Sep10 0903 R. 4KZ Austrália (T); male and female talks. Very weak (LOB).
5825 Sep8 2343 R. Triunfal Evangélica, Chile; religious music, male spanish ID "Radio Triunfal Evangélica,

Talagante, Chile". Poor but sometimes readable (LOB).
5915 Sep11 1840 Zambia NBC, Radio 1, Lusaka, Vernacular, comments. 13221.
5915 Sep10 1120 Myanmar Radio. CRI starts QRM here at *1200 and strong adjacent QRM at *1130, from

5910 (CRI), but otherwise clear reception. (Ron Howard, California)
5920 Sep6 *0753- Voice of Freedom, 5920, N. Korea pulsating jamming here from VOF's starting at *0753 till

jamming ends sometime about 1100; this jamming is definitely directed against VOF, as it
has been following VOF moving back and forth recently between 5920 & 6045. (Ron Ho-
ward, Asilomar State Beach, Calif.)

5930 Sep8 1902 World Music Radio, Bramming, pop and Latin American songs, id. “WMR, World Music
Radio”. (Méndez)

5939.2 Sep15 2137 R.Voz Missionária, Camboriú SC. Rlgs. propag., listeners' mail. // 9665.914 rtd. 35343
35332 (CG)

5980 Sep8 *2051- Radio OZ-Viola, Hillerod, interval signal and id. “You are listening to  Radio OZ-Viola
from Finland...”, at 2300 program “Midnight Jazz”. (Méndez)

5980 Sep4 1648 R.NZPacific, Rangitaiki. E, mx, nx, wx, H.Shakleton expedition story. Improving. 35343
(CGS)

5985 Sep17 1249 Myanmar Radio. The Friday edition of "Say It In English"; about "when, where, what,
which"; "When does the train from Manchester arrive?", "Arrives at 7:00, on platform 9,"
"The train is late," "Tom" was on the train and this week's misadventure is that he left his
suitcase on the train when he got off; mostly readable, but at *1259, New Zealand started on
5980 with a very strong signal, causing QRM for Myanmar. First time I heard this same
show was back on Sept 4, 2017. (Ron Howard, California)

5995 Sep11 1845 Radio Mali, Bamako, English weakly program “English Magazine”, news about Mali, at
1903 African songs and vernacular comments. (Méndez)

6015 Sep9 0344 Zanzibar Broadcasting Corporation, Dole, Swahili, comments. (Méndez)
6020 Sep12 0601 Radio Delta International, Elburg, pop and rock songs, id. “You are listening to Radio Delta

International…”. (Méndez)
6030 Sep5 0724 RHC. Unusual to hear their humbuzz xmtr here; used to jam; somewhat blocking Calgary,

with fairly readable reception. (Ron Howard, Asilomar State Beach, Calif.)
6030 Sep7 0631 reactivated CFVP Calgary received direct vs residual Cuban jamming; ad with a .ca link,

back to comedy routines with audience laughter, not fully readable but glad to get anything
> from this 100-watter. Wonder if something have been beefed up lately (Glenn Hauser,
OK, WOR)
--------------------------
Hi Glenn - Recently, here on the Calif. coast, I have also noted many nights with unusually
good, readable reception. Sept 5 was the first time I heard the humbuzz xmtr, instead of the
usual jamming. Brief audio attached. (Ron Howard via WOR)

6030 Sep8 0625 comedy from CFVP again audible vs remnant Cuban pulse jamming. Now being reported
elsewhere deep into America; Ron Howard has been hearing it well on the California beach
haven (Glenn Hauser, OK, WOR)

6030 Sep15 1811 Radio Oromiya, Addis Ababa, Vernacular comments, East African songs. (Méndez)
6050 Sep16 0602 ELWA Radio, Monrovia (presumed), religious songs and comments in English. Very weak.

(Méndez)
6065 Sep13 1740 Voice of Hope Africa, Lusaka, English, DX program “Wavescan”, at 1759 id. “This is Vo-

ice of Hope”, religious comments. (Méndez)
6070 Sep15 0655 CFRX, Toronto, English, news, comments. QRM from Channel 292 with Overcomer Mini-

stry on the same frequency. (Méndez)
6070 Sep4 2120 Channel 292, Rohrdorf. G, tks, pops. 3955 not //. 35332 (CGS)
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6080 Sep11 2105 R.Marumby, Curitiba PR. Rlgs. propag., px anns., songs. QRM de CHN. Inaudible on //
9515. 34342 (CGS)

6090 Sep5 1736 Voice Of Amhara State, Geja Jawe. Vn, tks, tradit. songs. 35343 (CGS)
6090 Sep13 1806 Voice of Amhara State, Addis Ababa, Vernacular, comments, East African songs. (Méndez)
6110 Sep15 1832 Radio Fana, Addis Ababa, East African songs, Vernacular, comments. 34433.
6115 Sep12 1813 Radio Congo, Brazzaville, French, news, at 1826 African songs and comments.. On Sept

13, checked 1801-1830 and no audio, no carrier, seems to be our of the air. (Méndez)
6115 Sep12 1811 R.NZPacific, Rangitaiki. E, tks. A word or two audible here & there only. DRM tx. SINPO

rates the carrier. 35433 (CGS)
6145 Sep14 0050 S9+20/30, RHC English is here on alternate frequency to 6165! // 6000, but I doubt it will

last. Something`s always wrong? at RHC. Good news for WBCQ Area 61, now in the clear
on 6159.951 --- see U S A. (Glenn Hauser, OK, WOR)

6145 Sep14 0617 next check, S9+30, still here not 6165, during wide-ranging N America weather info from
Chief Meteorologist, typically around :15 into one of the English hours. 6000 is off but
6100, 6060 humbuzzy and even 5040 are still on in English (Glenn Hauser, OK, WOR)

6150 Sep15 0705 Europa 24, Datteln, Brazilian song “Lambada”, pop songs in English,  German, comments,
id. in English, “This is Europa 24”. (Méndez)

6159.951 Sep14 0052 Area 61 via WBCQ is in the clear thanks to RHC on 6145 instead of 6165, but don`t count
on it to last. Cowboy song finishes, then lament for someone who has died, a member of the
Grand Ole Opry; 0053 classic Camel cigarette ad in full, which would be illegal today but
OK as an historical relic? Trouble is, Camels still exist, I think. Credit to G.O.O. on AFRS,
NBC and WSM, NBC Monitor; Yes, G.O.O. from 13 Sept 1958y is on this week`s Area 61
sked: http://zappahead.net/#2021-0913-area61 BTW, as a non-zappahead, I now know that
Larry Will`s `cosmikdebris` handle derives from a Frank Zappa song:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Dp6LT2MdaPI --- and into WBCQ The Planet ID, a
few more minutes of music fill before another ID and  0100, Hal Turner touting reaching 70
countries on SW via WRMI & WBCQ, is that all? in addition to his pipsqueak AM outlet in
Utah, 13-watt KYAH 540 in Delta. Well, it will be on night power if legal from 0145 in
September, from 0100 UT in October. I bet Hal never mentions KYAH coverage, power,
which at best is 1 kW days (Glenn Hauser, OK, WOR)

6160 Sep10 2109 Shortwave Gold (?), Winsen. Tks. Heavy QRM de US stn w/ rlgs. propag.  *** wrong de-
tails on previous file *** 22331 (CGS)
-----------
On Sat, Sep 18 Glenn Hauser wrote: That's for 6160 on 10 Sept, and it should not be consi-
dered as "Shortwave Gold" for sure - most likely, it was not. For some reason, I inserted the
details on the interfering station (Bro. Stair stuff), the very same source of QRM indicated
in my 16 SEP obs. of an unidentified airing a prgr. In Korean. (Glenn Hauser)
----------------
Hi Carlos, since March 24, have daily been hearing the following: KOREA NORTH. Pyon-
gyang BS, 3320 // 6160 kHz. (Ron Howard, California)

6160 Sep16 2103 UnID. Kor, tks. Meas. 6160.978. QRM de US stn. on 6160.031. 22341 (CG)
6185 Sep15 0640 Radio Educación, Ciudad de México, classical music, songs,  id. “Radio Educación, 1060

AM, y para todo el mundo, nuestra Señal Internacional en onda corta, Radio Educación, la
emisora cultural de México”. (Méndez)

6185 Sep5 1733 R.Piepzender, Zwolle. Du, Dutch songs, tks. 45433 (CGS)
6230 Sep14 2104 VMW Marine Weather Station, Wiluna WA. Wx warnings. 25342 (CG)
6250 Sep6 2035 R.Echo of Hope (cland.), Hwaseong. Kor to KRE, tks, E lang. lesson. Jammed. (CGS)
6255 Sep14 2048 R.Echo of Hope (cland.), Hwaseong. Kor to KRE, classical mx, nx st 2100. Jammed. Fair

on 16/9, 1900. 44433 (CG)
6507 Sep5 1639 VMC Marine Weather Station. Wx warnings cf. // 12365. 15331 (CGS)
6520 Sep9 2111 Voice Of The People (cland.), Goyang. Kor to KRE, tks. Jammed. Strgr. jamming QRM on

// 6600. 23341 (CGS)
6600 Sep15 2135 Voice Of The People (cland.), Goyang. Kor to KRE, tks. Jammed. A bit better on // 6520.

23341 (CG)
6754U Sep14 0040 CHR is back, at least on night frequency; still nothing earlier in Sept 13 daytime chex on

15034-USB. Recent aviation weather for Keflavík succeeds; but the other infostream, termi-
nal forecasts, gets ``No Report Received``, from Shannon, Prestwick, Keflavík!, Lajes.
``Trenton Military`` timecheck at 0042 claims it`s only 0040 zulu, typical. Then Shearwater
av wx succeeds (Glenn Hauser, OK, WOR)

6754U Sep15 0147 CHR is inaudible again; despite high storm noise level should still be detectable if on.
(Glenn Hauser, OK, WOR)

7140 Sep8 1638 Voice of Broad Masses, Asmara, East African songs, Vernacular, comments. (Méndez)
7245 Sep5 1037 R.NZPacific. E/different azimuth, Media Watch, etc. Deteriorating. 25432 (CGS)
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7600 Aug23 2059  Afghanistan International TV tent mx look (= IS), next day I herd ID Afghan Int., language
close to Farsi, o=5. (TB)

8113 Sep8 2236 VMW Marine Weather Station. Wx warnings. 25331 (CGS)
8176 Sep7 2146 VMC Marine Weather Station. Wx warnings cf. // 12365. 15331 (CGS)
8785U Sep6 1003 Itoman Marine Radio. Thanks again to Glenn for pointing out this one back in 2014; still

being heard with a good signal; in Japanese, assume giving the haul information of each
Okinawan fishery ship. Well heard more or less on a daily basis. Thanks also to Takahito
Akabayashi (Tokyo, Japan) for his original info about this station (callsign JFE) and their
mailing address: Fishery Radio Communications Center of Okinawa Prefecture, Nishizaki
1-4-11, Itoman City, Okinawa, 901-0305 Japan. Website (in Japanese) – (Ron Howard,
Asilomar State Beach, Calif.)

9100 Sep7 1105 Echo of Hope - VOH. Extremely rare to hear live sports coverage via a "clandestine"; as-
sume was the South Korea vs Lebanon, football (soccer) coverage of the second round of
the Asian qualifiers for the 2022 World Cup; as usual, good reception. Match started at
about 1100 UT. My audio posted at http://bit.ly/38IXKXQ . (Ron Howard, Asilomar State
Beach, Calif.)

9100 Sep8 2104 R.Echo of Hope (cland.), Hwaseong. Kor to KRE, tks. Adj. uty. QRM. 33441 (CGS)
9105 Sep14 2106 R.Echo of Hope (cland.), Hwaseong. Kor to KRE, nx.  35342 (CG)
9180.1 Sep10 2102 Sound Of Hope R Int'l, unk. site. Mand to CHN, tks.  15341 (CGS)
9265 Sep8 2020 WINB, Red Lion, religious, program in Spanish, “Una mirada al libro”, at 2028 id. “This is

WINB, Red Lion, Pennsylvania” and program in English. (Méndez)
9280.2 Sep9 2118 Sound Of Hope R Int'l (p), unk. site. Tks. 15331 (CGS)
9300 Sep9 2116 Sound Of Hope R Int'l, unk. site. Mand to CHN, tks.  25341 (CGS)
9330 Sep13 0248 WBCQ-6 SuperStition reactivated with new PA tube: first see discussion under WOR moni-

toring. 9330 is carrying Area 51 instead of 6160-. S9+40/50 into TN SDR, rock music. 0300
WBCQ ID but ``Debauchery`` show runs over, wrapping up, DJ says he is turning 60, refers
to current events; finally 0305 singing ID and into WOR. Recheck at 0603, now it`s USA
Radio News, down to only S8-S9 direct, 0606 into rock music with no ID. I suspect it`s now
relaying WBCQ`s FM or AM station in Monticello, as USA R Nx is not normally heard on
WBCQ-SW itself; but still not handed back to World`s Last Chance flat-earth nonsense.
Next check 1425, VG with American-accented gospel huxter, maybe WLCR but I await that
exaggerated British accent to be surer (Glenn Hauser, OK, WOR)

9550 Sep8 2010 Radio Boa Vontade, Porto Alegre, religious comments. (Méndez)
9635 Sep13 0912 R.Voice Of Vietnam, Son Tay. Vietn, tks. Deteriorating. QRM de MLI. 34432 (CGS)
9635 Sep13 1124 R.Mali, Kati. Vn, tks on  health. 45444 (CGS)
9665.9 Sep15 0738 Voz Missionaria, Camboriú, religious songs and comments. (Méndez)
9665.9 Sep6 2031 R.Voz Missionária, Camboriú SC. Songs in rlgs. propag. px. 45444 (CGS)
9730 Sep10 1132 Myanmar Radio. Decent reception before the strong QRM on frequency from KNLS (Chi-

nese) at *1200, which goes off at 1159*; then MR in the clear for about a minute, until
*1200 start of CRI (English) on frequency; MR cut off at 1210*; MR noted // 5985; closing
times for 9730 are not very consistent. (Ron Howard, California)

9819.1 Sep8 2002 Radio 9 de Julho, Sao Paulo, religious comments and songs. (Méndez)
9819.2 Sep11 0934 R. 9 de Julho, São Paulo SP. Tks. 15341 (CGS)
9835 Sep9 0902 Sarawak FM, Kajang, Malaysian comments and songs. (Méndez)
9835 Sep8 1300 Sarawak FM. News in vernacular (1300-1310); slogan in English at 1314 ("This station is

now the ultimate power in the universe" - at 1:00 on attached audio). The DX season is
coming!! (Ron Howard, California)

9835 Sep13 0915 Sarawak FM via RTM, Kajang. Tks, songs. Deteriorating. 35433 (CGS)
9665.854
v

Sep13 0610 Brazuguese talk fair from RVM, frequency wobbling slightly to the ear. Its overall variation
is much wider. Also a JBA het from something closer to 9665.00, no doubt KCBS Pyongy-
ang on here 22 hpd. No hint on Aoki that RVM varies widely; EiBi shows 9665.2 as if it
were steady there. Better than Aoki which refuses to show a single variable, split-, off- or
decimal frequency, even perpetual long-established ones. Better than HFCC which refuses
to recognize that there is any SW from Brasil (Glenn Hauser, OK, WOR)

11439.9 Sep9 2113 Sound Of Hope R Int'l, unk. site. Mand to CHN, tks.  25341 (CGS)
11460.2 Sep9 2114 Sound Of Hope R Int'l, unk. site. Mand to CHN, tks.  25341 (CGS)
11665 Sep13 0918 Wai FM via RTM, Kajang. Tks, pops, Koranic songs. 35433 (CGS)
11750 Sep11 1728  Sri Lanka Bc Sce Trincomalee in Sinhala very good: Will soon change to 11745 kHz acc to

info in QSL received. (UQ)
11780 Sep8 2001 Radio Nacional da Amazonia, Brasilia, Brazilian songs. (Méndez)
11815 Sep15 0808 Radio Brasil Central, Goiania, Brazilian songs, program “Brasil Sertanejo”, id. “Radio Bra-

sil Central”. (Méndez)
11815.1 Sep13 1049 R.Brasil Central. Nx px O Mundo em sua Casa. Adj. & co-ch. QRM. 24341 (CGS)
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11895.2 Sep10 2104 R.Boa Vontade. Rlgs. propag., rlgs. songs. Adj. QRM. // 9550.121 rtd. 2114. 23441 (CGS)
12362 Sep8 1843 VMW Marine Weather Station. Wx warnings. 15341 (CGS)
12365 Sep12 1356 VMC Marine Weather Station, Charleville QLD. Wx warnings.             25342 (CGS)
13130 Sep12 1406 Sound Of Hope R Int'l (?), unk. site. Mand, tks, mx. 15331 (CGS)
13610 Sep5 0915 Sound Of Hope R Int'l (p), unk. site. Mand (to CHN?), tks. // 12500 much strgr., 13640,

13670. 25432 (CGS)
13640 Sep5 0916 Sound Of Hope R Int'l (p), unk. site. Mand (to CHN?), tks. // 12500 much strgr 13610,

13670. 25432 (CGS)
13670 Sep5 0918 Sound Of Hope R Int'l (p), unk. site. Mand, tks. // 12500. Mixed w/ another stn airing px in

Mand (t).  14331 (CGS)
13840 Sep7 2121 R.NZPacific, Rangitaiki. Vanuatu Vn/E, tks. Adj. QRM. 24432 (CGS)
14920 Sep5 0913 Sound Of Hope R Int'l (p), unk. site. Tks.          15341 (CGS)
15190 Sep13 0933 R.Inconfidência. Folk songs, tks. Deteriorating. 25342 (CGS)
15230 Sep15 1410  DW Nauen in Dari to Afghanistan, service resumed. Weak here. At 1430 pgm in Pashto.

(UQ)
15475.2 Sep6 2042 R.Nac. Arcángel S. Gabriel (p), Base Esperanza. Tks, seemingly in Cast. Drifted to 15475.

AM tx. 15331 (CGS)
15476U Sep15 1613 LRA 36 Radio Nacional Arcángel San Gabriel, Base Esperanza, 1613-1855, at 1613 can be

heard here in Reinante very weak at first but improving to weak and fair after 1725, songs,
female, comments, at 1655 id. “Nacional, la Radio Pública”, song “Gracias a la Vida” by
Violeta Parra, at 1715 song “Un Velero Llamado Libertad”, at 1721 Base Esperanza song,
another comments and songs, at 1756 Base Esperanza song again, and id. “LRA 36… desde
la Base Esperanza, Antártida Argentina…”, female, “Bienvenidos a un nuevo ciclo de El
Lejano Sur…”, “Datos del tiempo”, songs and new id. at 1815 “Nacional Antártida Argen-
tina, en todo el país, la radio pública”, at 1822 sport news by female, more songs and com-
ments, id. At 1824 “Desde la Base Esperanza, Antártida Argentina, transmite LRA 36, Ra-
dio Nacional Arcángel San Gabriel, para todo el mundo”.. Before 1613 no signal here. Just
like other times the signal improves a lot as de evenint progresses here in the Nortwest of
Spain. Also checked in the morning here in Reinante, NW of Spain, 0450-0800, Sep16 and
no signal, but cheked again at 1035 and later, and very weak  signal with strong fading,
audible at times, female, comments and songs. (Méndez)

15475.98 Sep18 1508 RCUSB, another Saturday broadcast succeeds from LRA36, good S5-S7 via Brasil SDR: at
first I camp on somebody in Pittsburgh, at 1525 from queue get on it myself. Usual stuff:
song at first, 1509 ID for original Wednesday program outro with credits, as if off until next
Wednesday with `El Lejano Sur`, 1510 Antártida song, 1514 more music; 1544 ``sign-on``
with multi-lingual ID including English to inform us that this is in Spanish. The last langu-
age continues to confound: it seems to begin with ``Govorit``, obviously Russian, but ends
with ``imnida``, obviously Korean. 1548 Antda song again, YL sign-on with current
temps: max -7 C, min -12 C - not too bad; has been colder than that here. Bit of ``Blanco,
blanco y más blanco`` tune, historical item about a flight to the South Pole on Sept. 19,
1974; 1625 still, mostly songs; 1649 check, it`s gone already (Glenn Hauser, OK, WOR)

15790 Sep12 1404 World Music R, Randers. Mx & songs.  25342 (CGS)
21525 Sep16 1359 Atlantic 2000 International via WMRI, Okeechobee, id. “WMRI, Okeechobee, Florida”,

“Atlantic 2000 International”, pop songs and comments in French. (Méndez)

Pirate Stations

3935 Sep13 2116 R.Batavia - pir. Pop oldies. 35343 (CG)
4865 Sep16 2049 Mystery R 21 - pir. Pops. 35343 (CG)
4870 Sep13 2203 Mystery R 21 - pir. E, pops. 35343 (CG)
5135 Sep10 2058 Charleston R Int'l. - pir. Oldies, tks. The usual fq of 5140 is getting adj. uty. QRM. 35342

(CGS)
5140 Sep16 2053 Charleston R Int'l. - pir. Oldies. 35342 (CG)
6125 Sep12 2054 R.Europa - pir. Songs, ann. in E. QRM de CHN (p). ID via DX press. 34442 (CGS)
6270 Sep4 2106 Cruising R via UnID - pir. E, pops, tks.   45444 (CGS)
6270 Sep12 2051 R.Black Bandit - pir. Oldies, incl. Russian songs. Closed prior to 2100. 35443 (CGS)
6270 Sep17 1846 R.Studio 52 - pir. Pops. ID via DX press. 25341 (CG)
6280 Sep5 2040 Premier R (t) - pir. E, pops,e-mail addr. anns. 35242 (CGS)
6280 Sep8 1838 R.Cuckoo - pir. E, pops, tks. ID via DX press. 45343 (CGS)
6285 Sep15 2133 R.Batavia - pir. Du, songs, pop oldies, e-mail addr. anns. 35343 (CG)
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6295 Sep5 1627 Reflections Europe - pir. E, rlgs. propag. pxs. Inaudible on // 12255. 35342 (CGS)
6300 Sep4 2112 R.Mi Amigo (t) - pir. Mx. Adj. uty. QRM. T-ID via DX press. 23341 (CGS)
6305.1 Sep15 2149 R.Merlin Int'l. - pir. E, pops. 25342 (CG)
6320 Sep11 -2140* R.Joey - pir. Pops. ID via DX press.  35332 (CGS)
6380 Sep11 -2135* R. 319 - pir. Du, pops, tks.   35343 (CGS)
6935 Sep16 2258 AD149 (T), Argentina; 2258 - 2339 latin singers in spanish (including brazilians like Ro-

berto Carlos singing in spanish) music selections. Sometimes long break between music;
none announcements or ID, only music. Progressive improvement reaching around 2310
good signal quality. At 2339 sign off after a song (LOB).

6945.9 Sep4 1813 Zeppelin R, Athína - pir. Oldies. 35342 (CGS)
6950 Sep5 2053 Zenith Classic Rock (IRL) via UNID - pir. E, pops, tks. USB tx. 35443 (CGS)
6950U Sep19 0720 Zenith Classic Rock, reported in the DX Dialog forum of New Zealand Radio DX League

by Bryan Clark, Paul Or-mandy, John Durhan and Stuart Forsyth, heard with good signal
here in teh NW of Spain, and heard well en New Zealand as reported in the DX Dialog fo-
rum. Right now, 0720 rock and pop songs, id. "Zenith Classic Rock". https://www.ze-
nithclassicrock.com/ (Mendéz)

Contributors to the log:
wb, Wolfgang Büschel, df5sx, wwdxc BC-DX TopNews,
DXLD, DXPlorer, A-DX
Glenn Hauser, Enid, OK, USA (also from WOR/DXLD)
Ron Howard, Asilomar State Beach, CA, USA, WOR/DXLD
CB, Christer Brunström, Halmstad, Sweden
AP-DNK, Anker Petersen Skovlunde, Denmark

CG/CGS, Carlos Gonçalves, Lissabon, Portugal
Manuel Méndez, Lugo, Spain
LOB, Lúcio Bobrowiec, Embu, SP, Brasil
UQ, Ullmar Qvick, Norrköping, Sweden
TB, Tomas Burian, Morava, Moravia

Don’t forget to take a look att Rudolf Grimm’s blog here: https://dxways-br.blogspot.com/

GUINEA [and non]. 9650, Sept 5 at 2256, no signal from RTG into UTwente: hastening to check only SW frequency
following news of coup, but has been inactive or sporadic for months. There is a JBA carrier, probably VOK in Japanese
as scheduled, but more QRDRM from 9655 covering 9650-9660, which would be CNR1 as scheduled 2157-0100 via
Urumqi, East Turkistan, land of imperialist ChiCom genocide against Uighurs and other Moslems. Another 9650 check
next day Sept 6 at 2225: nothing.

Domestic Broadcasting Survey of April 2021 showed 9650 had been heard as recently as March, sked 0600-2400. In
Communication of the British DX Club, Lionel Clyne in Kent had reported it July 14 at 1944. It seems my last log of it
was January 23 at 0742. May I point out that major broadcasters would not give a QRM break to a small country with
only one possible SW frequency; altho Cuba did move off 9650 for some reason (Glenn Hauser, OK, WOR)

NORTH AMERICA. Unsolicited but very welcome eQSL received UT Sept 7 from MRI: ``Hello Glenn. It was ama-
zing how many liked the classical music mix. We will do it again. See attached QSL for your great report in WOR 2102.
MIX Mix.Radio.International@protonmail.com Sent from ProtonMail for iOS`` And here it is:
https://www.w4uvh.net/MixRIntl_Classical_08-31-21_0148_0340_6880_USB_Glenn_Hauser.jpg
Or #130 via http://www.worldofradio.com/QSL.html
(Glenn Hauser, OK, WOR)

PAPUA NEW GUINEA - "‘NBC is focused," but not for SW
Hi Glenn, A more detailed news story from July about "NBC is focused," but only for new medium wave transmitters. No
mention of SW. https://thepngbulletin.com/news/nbc-is-focused/
Today (Sept 10), checked 3260 (NBC Madang), 3325 (NBC Bougainville) and 7325 (Wantok Radio Light) and
heard no signal at all at 0952 UT. Almost daily I check 90m and 3905 for new PNG activity, but so far nothing.
(RonHoward, California  via WOR)

Station news
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Theodorakis gone to heaven today.
Off topic but very interesting.  DO yo know him?
He was the most important Greek music  composer and director  since tjhe 70s whos  was  internationally known from the
music played in the movie Zorba the Greek Serpico and Z melodized Neruda’s and Lorca’s poems  among many other
greek and international poets ,  and made the anthems for Afganistan and Palestine as heard in the news these days  The
‘honeymoon song’ of Beatles and ‘life goes on’ from Shirley bassy are a few songs with international versions. A living
legend in Greece
More info on this page: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mikis_Theodorakis
And here: https://www.arionradio.com/post/86416/10-ksena-tragoydia-poy-eginan-diaskeyes-apo-ellhnika-video
He was also political activist, left winged but the after Junta dissolution he was turned a bit rightwards as he got more
rational.  In the news today he was buried after 7 days of his death.
I will be glad to hear your stories related to him.
(Zacharias Liangas)

[NORDX] Internet news in English from Northern and Eastern Europe
There may be occasions when radio fans will look for news from countries they don't find on radio. So I compiled this list
for us.

Sweden https://sverigesradio.se/grupp/20817
Norway https://www.newsinenglish.no/
Danmark https://www.newsnow.co.uk/h/World+News/Europe/Northern+Europe/Denmark
Finland https://www.helsinkitimes.fi/
Iceland https://icelandmonitor.mbl.is/news/latest/
Faroe Islands https://www.newsnow.co.uk/h/World+News/Europe/Northern+Europe/Faroe+Islands
Estonia https://news.err.ee/
Latvia https://eng.lsm.lv/
Lithuania https://www.lrt.lt/en/news-in-english
Poland https://www.polskieradio.pl/395
Belarus https://eng.belta.by/
Russia https://tass.com
Ukraine https://www.ukrinform.net
(73, Ullmar Qvick via NORDX)

NOT JUST LISTENING ed. Sheldon Harvey:

Video: The History of Single Sideband. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BBRntPJTr5Y

Single sideband modulation revolutionized electronic communication, but where did the idea come from? Antique Wire-
less Association Curator Emeritus Ed Gable, K2MP, tells the surprising story of single sideband, its origins, the deve-
lopers,  companies and the hardware that brought it to the forefront of wireless communication. This presentation is the
first of the AWA's monthly "AWA Shares" series. – 47 minutes.
([WOR] CIDX Messenger items, September)

[WOR] Ireland’s Longwave Radio RTÉ 252 Is Back on the Air
Thanks to reader Paul Bailey I’ve recently been alerted that Ireland’s long-running longwave (LW) radio station RTÉ 252
is back on the air, after a period of maintenance beginning in June of this year. The service rebroadcasts public
broadcaster RTÉ Radio 1, reaching longer distances than the mediumwave AM band – no longer in use by RTÉ – and the
FM band.
As Bailey explained in a 2016 guest post, RTÉ 252 was founded when the broadcaster acquired the transmitter site from a
commercial radio operation that lasted from 1989 to 2002. Able to reach distances of up to 1200 miles with fidelity
roughly equivalent to conventional AM radio – with superior quality and reliability than shortwave – RTÉ 252 is able to
serve a significant Irish diaspora in the UK. Though the same programming is available globally online, that still makes it
inaccessible to many motorists and listeners with limited or no internet service.
Situated below the conventional AM band at 30 – 300 KHz, LW was never officially used for broadcasting in the Ameri-
cas, though it’s had a long history in Europe, Asia and Africa. However, the long wavelengths mean that the transmission
towers need to be very tall and situated on a large parcel of land in order to broadcast efficiently, using hundreds of kilo-
watts of power. Currently RTÉ broadcasts with 150 kilowatts in the daytime – a fraction of the 500 kw it’s licensed for –
which is still 3x what the most powerful clear channel AM stations may use in the US.

Other radio news
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All of that means a LW station is relatively expensive to operate and maintain, which is why RTÉ proposed shutting
down the 252 operation back in 2014. Outcry from listeners across Ireland and the UK caused the broadcaster to cancel
the shutdown in 2019, ultimately deciding to conduct maintenance this year to keep the service going into the future.
https://www.radiosurvivor.com/2021/09/irelands-longwave-radio-rte-252-is-back-on-the-air/
(Mike Terry via WOR)

[WOR] Netherlands licensed SW stations
Best transmitter list for The Netherlands is: <https://radio-tv-nederland.nl/>
They have a shortwave page: <https://radio-tv-nederland.nl/am/kg.html>
Only legal transmitters, that are those with permission of Agentschap Telecom.
On 6115 it is Radio Europe Netherlands from Alphen aan den Rijn. (halfway between Amsterdam and Rotterdam)
regards, (Rink, via Hard-Core-DX mailing list)

[WOR] CRI loses interest in broadcasting to W Europe
Google translation from French edited and improved by Glenn Hauser:

China Radio International no longer focuses its shortwave broadcasts on Western Europe. European broadcasts have just
ended. It must be said that China had already indicated its intention to refocus its activities on other continents, including
Africa.

A few years ago, this was the case for medium wave broadcasts: When shutting down its relay via BCE's transmitters in
Marnach {Luxembourg}, China made it clear that it did not want to replace the transmitter, despite the offers that had
been made.

Its facilities in Shtermen, south of Radio Tirana's broadcasting center in Cerrik, Albania, continued to operate until the
end of the contract. The only investments made consisted in the modernization of its relay in Africa: Bamako thus hosts
the main shortwave transmitter allowing CRI to broadcast its programs throughout the African continent.

Largely involved economically in the region, China also wants to control, by all means, its image through media in-
fluence.

A presence via shortwave, but also vis FM and by the creation of offices and production centers in different countries.
Large-scale training courses are organized to train African journalists in China.
(Glenn Hauser via WOR)

Re: [nordx] RADIO HISTORIA: Rudradion i Gävle Gävle Rundradio SMXF
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=f8GAzPPFeXw
Den 12 juli 1921 sändes det första rundradioprogrammet i Sverige från Boden Radio. Stationen i Bodens fästning hade då
redan existerat under några år och använts för helt andra ändamål. Stationen var placerad i en betongbunker som hade
invigts av kung Gustaf V under ett besök i Boden.
Det var radiokommissarie Axel Jenner som skulle tala i pionjärsändningen men något gick fel varför hans förmodligen
mycket välvalda ord inte kom ut i eterhavet. Han blev då aningen upprörd och utropade ”jävlar anamma!”
Exakt i det ögonblicket hade teknikern fått ordning på sändningen varför just detta kraftuttryck kom att inleda den
svenska rundradiohistorien.
Johan Bjerke tipsar om att det på Youtube finns en fin dokumentärfilm om mediehistoria i Norrbotten, från när Radio
Boden började sina rundradiosändningar till första kabel-tv-sändningarna i Kiruna. Filmen är gjord av Anders Björham-
mar.
Radiotjänst, föregångaren till dagens Sveriges Radio, gick ut i etern för första gången den 1 januari 1925 med legenda-
riske Sven Jerring bakom mikrofonen.
(Christer Brunström)

Following in the footsteps of the Voice of Russia.
Transmitting medium wave center Wachenbrunn (Wachenbrunn), east Germany, Thuringia.
Stood in the 50s. twentieth century. Until 1993, the broadcasts were carried out with a power of 250 kW, later the power
was reduced to 20 kW. There were also several low-power transmitters.
Since 1988, the radio center began broadcasting "Moscow Radio", later "Voice of Russia" at a frequency of 1323 kHz.
For this, a directional antenna was used, consisting of four mast frame masts with a height of 125.1 meters, isolated from
the ground with a triangular cross-section. These masts, locally referred to as the Russian Quartet, were located 800 me-
ters from other parts of the facility to avoid unwanted interference. Used power: 1000 kW.
in 2002-2003 the transmission equipment for the Voice of Russia has been modernized. The transmitter efficiency re-
ached 84%.
There is information that the transmitter has become a transistor, which is surprising with a very decent radiation power.
The broadcasts of the German radio company (MDR) were discontinued on June 30, 2011. On July 14, the "German" site
of the center was demolished, the work of the "Voice of Russia" continued as usual.
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In December 2012, the management of the Russian foreign broadcaster announced its intentions to stop using the radio
center for financial reasons. The Voice of Russia fell silent from Wachenbrunnen on December 31, 2012 at 23.00. On
September 19, 2013, the equipment was demolished. The history of the radio center has come to an end.
By the way, this was not the only reduction in the broadcasts of the radio company. A year and a half later, the oldest
broadcaster in Russia was liquidated.
Antenna dismantling video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YLEM2abBue8
Based on materials from Wikipedia: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wachenbrunn_transmitter
(https://vk.com/public158109176)
(RUS-DX #1150)

[NORDX] Schweiz kommer att lämna de analoga radiovågorna... 15 September 2021 - Belgium
In an unprecedented collaboration, maRadio.be, Digitale Radio Vlaanderen and the Vanden Boore retail stores have jo-
ined forces to help listeners switch from analogue to digital radio. Belgian listeners have until 30 September to visit their
nearest store to recycle their old radio and receive a discount on the purchase of a new DAB+ device. Says maRadio.be:
"broadcasting on DAB+ is greener, consumes less electricity, requires fewer antennas and generates much less electro-
magnetic radiation than FM".
(LaLettrePro via WorldDAB News)
Kari Kallio via NORDX

Receivers R-250 at the radio station of the Central Radio Club of the USSR UK3A, early 1970s.
https://vk.com/public158109176?z=photo-158109176_457239871%2Falbum-158109176_00%2Frev

(https://vk.com/public158109176)
(RUS-DX # 1151)

Radio broadcast of Stalin's funeral has been found.
A stunning find of the live broadcast of Stalin's funeral, which was broadcast by Yuri Levitan!
This radio recording was made and printed on a 33-turn 2-sided LP and probably purchased for the US Radio Liberty
archive!
How the disc got into the hands of collectors is unclear, its fate is unknown. It is important that this is an on-air, unedited,
chronologically accurate recording of a live broadcast from Red Square, including a military parade and its full sound and
musical accompaniment in its compositional sequence - a cannon salute and comments of what is happening by Yuri Le-
vitan. 40 minutes of personal presence at the funeral ceremony from the end of the rally!
http://staroeradio.ru/read/p3.php?id=3229 - Funeral of I.V. Stalin - Live broadcast on March 9, 1953 from Red Square,
announcer Y. Levitan. Thanks to collector Andrey Arntgolts. Yuri Metelkin
(https://vk.com/radioreceiver)
(RUS-DX # 1151)
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DX nostalgia by RFK
One sort of nostalgia may be things that never happened – but could have. There are a few countries I never
got verified although I could pick up the signal of their radio stations quite easily. One such country was
South Vietnam which was a regular in the 41 m.b. Somehow it seemed like I would never get the three pro-
gramme details needed to send a report. Yes, that’s what all DX magazines told us: you MUST have three
clear details. So if I had just two details I never sent the report but hoped for better luck next time. One way
would of course have been to send a tape recording but somehow that never happened with VTVN. In 1975
South Vietnam – or The State of Vietnam – ceased to exist.

One DX-er who did get  this country verified was Wolfgang Bueschel of Stuttgart and below we can see his
QSL card from VTVN.

Ullmar Quick UQ received this QSL card from the Iraq broadcasting Station in 1951 and the card was scan-
ned by John Ekwall JOE.
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The Swedish Broadcasting Corporation, in the 1940s known as Radiotjänst, issued a magazine called “Rös-
ter i Radio” (Voices on the radio) and it also included programme schedules of foreign radio stations. In the
programme "Världen i högtalaren” (The World in your loudspeaker) many tips about foreign stations were
given and I am sure this programme inspired many DX-ers. Soon Radiotjänst launched a new magazine ai-
med at SW listeners, named after the programme. This issue from March 1949 shows “The Father of Swe-
dish DX-ing”, Arne Skoog, in front of his receiver. Arne had started the wellknown DX programme “Swe-
den Calling DX-ers” the year before and in this issue he had an article about SCDX.
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The magazine “Världen i högtalaren” also included an extensive shortwave table, compiled by Arne Skoog.
Below an example from the 49 metre band.
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The Himalayan Commercial Broadcasting System was a project by a Zurich based company which inten-
ded to set up a commercial station on shortwave, broadcasting from Nepal. The station was planned to be
launched in 1963 or 1964 but nothing materialized. This form was sent out to prospective advertisers. From
the collection of Lars Rydén LR.
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Finally a letter which Kanwar Sandhu received from Radio Tanzania Zanzibar for a reception report on
11734 kHz. Despite the moderate power of 1 kW the station has been a common catch also for Swedish
DX-ers, often with a good signal.

Your contributions are always welcome – please mail me at info @ rock.x.se.


